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Stop the “Hate” Hoax Profiteers
Some questions prompted by the recent presidential election campaign — and the ongoing campaign of
“hating hate”: How many “hate crime” claims must be exposed as hoaxes before the media stop
reporting every claim immediately as fact? Do the media organizations that breathlessly, uncritically
report every “hate crime” ever provide even a fraction of the same coverage to correcting their
misinformation after the hate hoaxers confess to perpetrating the deeds themselves, or after they are
publicly exposed and arrested for filing false police reports? Is the United States of America really a
boiling, roiling cauldron of right-wing hate, as the left-wing hate profiteers — the Southern Poverty Law
Center (SPLC), Anti-Defamation League (ADL), Human Rights Campaign (HRC), and Media Matters for
America (MMfA) — would have us believe? Why, after decades of promoting “hate crime” fabrications,
do these organizations enjoy even a shred of credibility with the so-called mainstream media? Who
profits — politically and economically — by promoting this ugly and false vision of America?

After reading the small sampling below of the many stories that prompt these questions, the answers
should be obvious:

On April 21, 2017, police arrested Azhar Hussain, a professor at Indiana State University, for
fabricating anti-Muslim e-mail messages and a claimed physical attack on himself. An extensive
investigation by the university and the Indiana State Police determined that the professor had
perpetrated the e-mail offenses and invented the attack. He has been charged with felony obstruction of
justice and misdemeanor harassment.

On March 23, 2017, members of the cybercrime unit of the Israel Police arrested Michael Ron David
Kadar in Ashkelon, Israel. Kadar, a 19-year-old Jewish resident of Israel with both American and Israeli
citizenship, has been charged with making hundreds (some reports say thousands) of telephone threats
directed at Jews, synagogues, and other Jewish institutions worldwide, including hundreds within the
United States.

On March 20, 2017, police in Schenectady, New York, arrested Andrew King for falsely filing a hate-
crime report. The previous month, King had appeared on local and national news broadcasts, claiming
that someone had painted a swastika on his house. A police investigation found that King had painted
the swastika himself, and he has been charged with falsely reporting an incident.

On March 3, 2017, disgraced liberal journalist Juan Thompson was arrested in connection with eight
bomb threats made against Jewish community centers across the country. The 31-year-old black man
formerly worked as a reporter for online news venues The Intercept and Raw Story.

On December 13, 2016, New York City college student Yasmin Seweid was arrested for filing a false
police report. She claimed three men who are Trump supporters attacked her on the subway and
attempted to pull off her hijab while calling her a terrorist. The 18-year-old Seweid, a Muslim, later
admitted she had made up the story.

Then there is Justin Lamar Coleman, who identified himself as “a very racist white man,” a KKK
member, and a Trump supporter, in threatening letters to black leaders in Knoxville, Tennessee. Turns
out Coleman is black. And there’s Taylor Volk, a female student at Chicago’s North Park University who
self-identifies as bisexual. She claimed to be the victim of homophobic Trump supporters who posted
hateful insults on her door.
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The list goes on and on. There have been literally hundreds of hate-crime hoaxes that have been
uncritically, sensationally promoted by the “prestige press,” as can be easily verified by an Internet
“hate crime” search. In fact there are entire websites — such as hatecrimehoaxes.com and
fakehatecrimes.org — dedicated to aggregating stories that expose the fake “hate crime epidemic.”

This MSM mendacity is nothing new; legendary researcher Laird Wilcox documented hundreds of
similar cases more than two decades ago in his authoritative book Crying Wolf: Hate Crime Hoaxes in
America. The current “fake hate” tsunami by the “Fake News” media is merely a continuation of the
vicious decades-long attacks aimed at smearing, silencing, marginalizing, and criminalizing
conservatives, patriots, Christians, heterosexual white males, and all others who oppose the subversive
agenda announced in 2008 by candidate Barack Obama of “fundamentally transforming the United
States of America.”

Obviously, it would help that agenda if a majority of Americans adopted Hillary Clinton’s view that
those of us opposing that radical transformation are “a basket of deplorables … racist, sexist,
homophobic, xenophobic, Islamaphobic — you name it.” Which is why the New York Times, the
Washington Post, CNN, ABC, NBC, PBS, NPR, and the rest of the Fake News cabal continue to furiously
fan the Fake Hate flames.
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